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Introduction
Chamberlin Agriculture is a family-owned company that was established in 1949 with the simple mission of helping growers deliver the world’s best fruit. Chamberlin Agriculture provides crop consulting using the latest industry and scientific research. Chamberlin advisors help growers formulate advance and effective crop management solutions. Provides customers with crop nutrition, crop protection, packaging, and orchard equipment.

Responsibilities
My main task at Chamberlin Agriculture was to assist in inventory. I would read the items description in the inventory count sheet and record the total number of items inside all the chemical cases on a pallet and the total number of chemical bags on a pallet. Another task was helping find orders to help me become more familiarize with items around the warehouse. I got the opportunity to assist in field scouting for Codling Moth by checking SCENTRY LP Delta traps.

Summary
Overall, my internship at Chamberlin Agriculture was exciting. While working in inventory, I became more familiarized with the different chemical labels such as fertilizers, pesticides, and fungicides and learned to distinguish their location around the warehouse. My opportunity in field scouting was interesting because my colleague and I got to communicate with different growers which is very useful for many agriculture related careers. Even though my internship was short, I will value all the experience and knowledge gained and use it as I reach my goal of becoming a chemical field consultant.